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If clause type zero
Zero conditional form:- We form zero conditional with the present tense in
both the condition clause and the result clause:

If + present simple + present simple
Meaning:_
Zero conditional is used to talk about facts or situations which are always
true.

Condition

Result

If + present tense +

present tense

If you put ice in the sun

it melts.

Q1.Correct the verb between brackets.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If you heat water, eventually it …………….(boil)
If people …………… or drink, they die.(not-eat)
If you heat water to 100 degrees, it …………….(boil)
If I eat too much, I ………. sick.(got)
If I …………….. lost I look at a map.(be)
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6.If you call to the dog, he ……………(come)

Type 1 conditional sentences
Form :_
In a type 1 conditional sentence, the tense in the "if" clause is the simple
present, and the tense in the main clause is the simple future.

If clause (condition)
If + simple present
If this thing happens

Main clause (result)
simple future (will-verb1)
that thing will happen.

* As in all conditional sentences, the order of the clauses is not fixed. You
may have to rearrange the pronouns and adjust punctuation when you
change the order of the clauses, but the meaning is identical.

Examples:_
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If it rains, you will get wet.
You will get wet if it rains.
If Sally is late again I will be mad.
I will be mad if Sally is late again.
If you don't hurry, you will miss the bus.
You will miss the bus if you don't hurry.

Q1. Correct the verb between brackets.
1. If I …………………. hard, I will succeed this year. (studies)
2. If the weather ……………… fine, we……………….. on a picnic.(be-go)
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3. If I…………………….. to Paris, I will ………… the Eiffel Tower.(travelvisit)
4. If they ………………… me, I will not go .(not-invite)
5. If he ………………the email, he will send the information we
need.(write)
6. If she travels to London, she ……………….the museums.(see)
7. If I ………………….the money, I will buy a mobile phone.(had)
8. If I ………………… enough time this evening, I ……………………..a
movie.(have-watch)
9.If he ……..….. money, he…………….. me what I need.(have-buy)

Good luck-English Department
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